Application of electron transfer dissociation (ETD) for the analysis of posttranslational modifications.
Despite major advantages in the field of proteomics, the analysis of PTMs still poses a major challenge; thus far, preventing insights into the role and regulation of protein networks. Additionally, top-down sequencing of proteins is another powerful approach to reveal comprehensive information for biological function. A commonly used fragmentation technique in MS-based peptide sequencing is CID. As CID often fails in PTM-analysis and performs best on doubly-charged, short and middle-sized peptides, confident peptide identification may be hampered. A newly developed fragmentation technique, namely electron transfer dissociation (ETD), supports both, PTM- and top-down analysis, and generally results in more confident identification of long, highly charged or modified peptides. The following review presents the theoretical background of ETD and its technical implementation in mass analyzers. Furthermore, current improvements of ETD and approaches for the PTM-analysis and top-down sequencing are introduced. Alternating both fragmentation techniques, ETD and CID, increases the amount of information derived from peptide fragmentation, thereby enhancing both, peptide sequence coverage and the confidence of peptide and protein identification.